Reel Trolley ideal for
unloading directly off the
floor.

General description

Features
Simple to use

The Matti Group range of reel
trolleys are simple devices
which allows an easy and
secure method of moving large
heavy paper reels from one
location to another. Subject to
specifications, reels can be
loaded directly from the floor.
There are even narrow units
designed to cater for roll
stands, which have limited
access.

Facilitates quick reel changes
Fully mobile
Lockable wheels
High volume reels can be
moved around a factory
safely
Positive control handle
Reel strap for narrow reels
Hard and soft wheels for
different floor types

Benefits
Allows heavy reels to be
simply pushed to their next
processes
Two wheels are lockable
The two wheels at the rear
can swivel 360 degrees
allowing the trolley to be
maneuvered in tight spaces
Reduces operator need to
handle large heavy reels of
stock

Model MRT760 (large)

Model MRT520 (small)
Narrow version for us with
winders that only accept
18’’ wide reels

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

Maximum Reel Diameter
1200mm (47.3’’)

Maximum Reel Diameter
1200mm (47.3’’)

Maximum Reel Width
760mm (30’’)

Maximum Reel Width
520mm (20.5’’)

Maximum Reel Weight
900kg

Maximum Reel Weight
600kg

Your vision - our mission

About the Matti Group
The Matti Group researches, develops, produces and sells machines and turnkey
solutions for the high speed digital printing market.
Thanks to the knowledge gathered through the integration of more than 1000
digital systems, we play a leading role in this business area. Our strength is the
combined know-how and many years of experience in the fields of printing presses,
finishing lines, drying techniques and most common digital printing technologies.
Our main office is located in Sulgen, Switzerland where we develop, manufacture,
test and offer customer support. Our clients are mainly original equipment
manufactureres (OEM's) supplying and servicing the demands of data centres, print
and publishing, security printing, direct mail / letter-shops, government bureaus,
banking / insurance institutions and innovative printing companies. Matti's expertise
also reaches into the label industry, designing narrow web transports and UV
writing systems.
We ensure quality through technical expertise and reliability and our communication
approach is open, friendly and fair.
The Matti Groups is ISO 9001:2015 and TUV certified and manufactures according
to the UL standard.
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